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Abstract. Web apis are becoming an increasingly popular alternative
to the more heavy-weight Web services. Recently, they also have been
used in the context of sensor networks. However, making different Web apis
(and thus sensors) cooperate often requires a significant amount of manual configuration. Ideally, we want Web apis to behave like Linked Data,
where data from different sources can be combined in a straightforward
way. Therefore, in this paper, we show how Web apis, semantically described by the light-weight format restdesc, can be composed automatically based on their functionality. Moreover, the composition process
does not require specific tools, as compositions are created by generic
Semantic Web reasoners as part of a proof. We then indicate how the
composition in this proof can be executed. We describe our architecture
and implementation, and validate that proof-based composition is a feasible strategy on a Web scale. Our measurements indicate that current
reasoners can integrate compositions of more than 200 Web apis in under one second. This makes proof-based composition a practical choice
for today’s Web apis.
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1

Introduction

Sensors are gradually finding their way to the world of Web apis. The rest
principles of resource-oriented api design, as defined by Fielding [15], are gaining
momentum on the Web of Things [17,40]. On top of this, Semantic Web technologies are then used to make the sensor data meaningful to machines [34,35].
A uniform way to access semantic sensor data is not the endpoint: machines need
a way to select what sensor they need for a specific situation. This is the task
of semantic Web api descriptions [33,39,42], which capture the functionality of

Web apis in a semantic format. However, much more innovate power becomes
available when different sensors are combined to deliver new and unprecedented
functionality. Unfortunately, today, this involves a substantial amount of manual
work: while Web apis bare the potential to be composed straightforwardly, they
lack the semantics to do this in an automated way [26].
The present paper addresses this issue by introducing a method to automatically compose Web apis. On the one hand, this allows a faster and easier
development of Web applications. On the other hand, it enables on-demand
solutions for specific problems and questions, for which it would be impractical or infeasible to create ad-hoc solutions manually. Furthermore, the proposed
method does not require specific tools or software, but rather works with generic
Semantic Web reasoners. This ensures the maintainability and generalizability
of the solution towards the future.
In the end, we want to enable for Web apis what Linked Data [7] does
for data: the automated integration of various, heterogeneous sources with the
help of semantics, leading to composability. Web apis are an excellent match
for this, because of the many parallels between the Linked Data and rest
principles [15,20,44]. Also, Web apis allow us to move beyond the traditional
input/output-based matching from the Web services world, instead delivering
integration based on functionality.
This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we describe related work
on Web api composition. Section 3 introduces a use case and explains the concepts of reasoning-based composition, followed by the principles of composition
execution. Section 4 proposes an architecture and implementation to perform
composition and execution in an automated way. This approach is evaluated in
Section 5, and Section 6 concludes the paper by placing Web api composition
in the broader Web context and provides an overview of future work.

2

Related Work

In the next subsections, we discuss related work in the fields of Semantic Web
Service description, Web api description, and Semantic Web reasoners.
2.1

Semantic Web Service Description and Composition

Semantic Web service description has been a topic of intense research for at least
a decade. There are many approaches to service description with different underlying service models. owl-s [31] and wsmo [25] are the most known Semantic
Web Service description paradigms. They both allow to describe the high-level
semantics of services whose message format is wsdl [12]. Though extension to
other message formats is possible, this is rarely seen in practice. Semantic Annotations for wsdl (sawsdl [24]) aim to provide a more light-weight approach
for bringing semantics to wsdl services. Composition of Semantic Web services
has been well documented, but all approaches require specific software [18,19,32]
and none of the solutions have found widespread adoption.

2.2

Web api Description

In recent years, more and more Web api description formats have been evolving. The link between the Semantic Web and Web apis has been explored many
times [37]. Linked Open Services (los, [33]) expose functionality on the Web
using Linked Data technologies, namely http [14], rdf [21], and sparql [38].
Input and output parameters are described with sparql graph patterns embedded inside rdf string literals to achieve quantification, which rdf does not
support natively. Linked Data Services (lids, [39]) define interface conventions
that are compatible with the Linked Data principles [7] and are supported by a
lightweight formal model. restdesc [42] is a hypermedia api description format
that describes Web apis’ functionality in terms of resources and links.
The Resource Linking Language (rell, [1]) features media types, resource
types, and link types as first class citizens for descriptions. The restler crawler [1]
finds restful services based on these descriptions. The authors of rell also propose a method for rell api composition [2] using Petri nets to describe the
machine-client navigation. However, automatic, functionality-based composition
is not supported.
Several methods aim to enhance existing technologies to deliver annotations
of Web apis. html for restful Services (hrests, [22]) is a microformat to annotate html descriptions of Web apis in a machine-processable way. sa-rest [16]
provides an extension of hrests that describes other facets such as data formats and programming language bindings. Microwsmo [23,29], an extension to
sawsdl that enables the annotation of restful services, supports the discovery,
composition, and invocation of Web apis. The Semantic Web sErvices Editing
Tool (sweet, [27]) is an editor that supports the creation of mashups through
semantic annotations with Microwsmo and other technologies. A shared api description model, providing common grounds for enhancing apis with semantic
annotations to overcome the current heterogeneity, has been proposed in the
context of the soaall project [28].
2.3

Semantic Web Reasoning

Pellet [36] and the various Jena [11] reasoners are likely the most-known examples
of publicly available Semantic Web reasoners. Pellet is an owl dl [8] reasoner,
while the Jena framework offers transitive, rdfs [10], owl [8], and rule reasoners.
The rule reasoner is the most powerful, but uses a rule language that is specific
to Jena and therefore not interchangeable.
Another category of reasoners use the Notation3 language (n, [4]), a small
superset of rdf that adds support for formulas and quantification, providing
a logical framework for inferencing [5]. The initial n reasoner is the forwardchaining cwm [3], which is a general-purpose data processing tool for rdf, including tasks such as querying and proof-checking. Another important n reasoner
is eye [13], whose features include backward-chaining and high performance.
A useful capability of both n reasoners is their ability to generate and exchange
proofs, which can be used for software synthesis or api composition [30,45].

3
3.1

Concept
Example Use Case

To illustrate the theoretical framework, we first introduce an example that will
be carried through the paper. The problem statement is as follows:
A user wants to reserve a nearby restaurant. He will take a table outside
if the weather allows it.
To solve this problem, the following Web apis (and several others) are available:
Location
Temperature
Pressure
Restaurant

api
api
api
api

gets the current location;
reads a temperature sensor near a specific location;
reads an air pressure sensor near a specific location;
makes a restaurant reservation.

If we were to solve this problem manually with the given apis, a straightforward solution would be to combine them as in Fig. 1. This graph shows how,
starting from the Initial state (the user and his preferences), we can reach the
Goal state (inside or outside reservation in a nearby restaurant, depending on
the weather). First, the Location api needs to look up the current location of the
user. Then, the Temperature and Pressure apis can be invoked with this location. Based on their results, the details of the reservation can be completed. Finally, the Restaurant api uses these parameters to make the reservation, thereby
satisfying the Goal. The order in which the execution happens is governed by
the dependencies between the apis, as depicted in Fig. 1.
This composition can either serve as a one-time solution for a specific situation, or be reused in different scenarios, in which case it becomes a Web api
itself. In any case, the goal is to create and execute this composition in a fully
automated way. This process will be explained in the next subsections.
3.2

Universally Representing Compositions

In order to automatically create compositions, we need a universal way to represent these compositions and the apis of which they consist, so machines can
manipulate them easily. In essence, a composition can be seen as a logic entailment, since the Initial state must entail the Goal state:
I(composition) ⇒ . . . ⇒ . . . ⇒ G(composition)
This perfectly aligns with the notion of dependencies, since the satisfaction of G
depends on the satisfaction of I. Analogously, each api can be seen as an implication. For instance, given a location of a place, the Temperature api allows to
obtain its temperature. In that sense, the Temperature api fulfills the implication between a location and its temperature:
T

≡

location(place) ⇒ temperature(place)

That way, Web apis can be represented as implications, and compositions as
a chain of implications that leads to entailment.

T
I

L

R
P

G
“is a dependency of ”

Fig. 1. By combining the Location, Temperature, Pressure, and Restaurant apis, and
respecting their dependencies, we can reach the Goal from the Initial state.

3.3

Deriving Compositions

Not only are implications a straightforward representation to manipulate, the
question whether we can solve a certain problem becomes a matter of entailment:
does the Initial state entail the Goal state? However, more important than
whether the problem can be solved, is how it can be solved, in other words,
which apis are necessary to find the answer. In the logic world, this comes down
to providing the proof of the entailment: why does the Initial state entail the
Goal state? For the restaurant example, a proof might look like this1 :
I ⇒ preferences(user)
L ≡

preferences(user) ⇒ location(place)

(1)
(2)

T ≡

location(place) ⇒ temperature(place)

(3)

P ≡

location(place) ⇒ pressure(place)

(4)

R ≡

demand(appointment) ⇒ reservation(appointment)
reservation(appointment) ⇒ G

(5)
(6)

consequent(1) ⇒ antecedent(2)

(7)

consequent(2) ⇒ antecedent(3)

(8)

consequent(2) ⇒ antecedent(4)

(9)

consequent(3), consequent(4) ⇒ antecedent(5)

(10)

consequent(5) ⇒ antecedent(6)

(11)

I ⇒ (1), (7), (8), (9), (10), (11), (6) ⇒ G

(12)

In this proof, we immediately recognize the structure of the composition as
depicted in Fig. 1. The characterisations of the Initial and Goal states can be
seen in (1) and (6) respectively, and the definitions of the apis in (2) to (5). The
dependency relations are contained in (7) to (11). For instance, the fact that
the Location api is a dependency of the Temperature api in Fig. 1 corresponds
to the implication in (8). Finally, (12) contains the combined proof elements
that explain why I entails G, effectively generating the whole composition. This
indicates how the proof of entailment explains how apis can be combined to
deliver the requested functionality. As a result, the proof is in fact an alternate
and automatically reconstructed representation of the composition graph.
1

Note that certain background knowledge is assumed (ontologies and/or rules).

3.4

Executing compositions

Once we have obtained a proof, we can execute all Web api calls within it. That
way, it becomes a pragmatic proof, in which all of the inferences will actually
be carried out. The execution order is governed by the dependencies between
the apis. Because the proof starts with the Initial state and ends with the Goal
state—and cycles are impossible within proofs—we are sure at each step of the
execution to find at least one api whose dependencies have been resolved. This
is obvious in the example proof, since every proof step only refers to steps with
a lower number.
As a result, for the first api call, all parameters are known in advance. In the
example, the sole option is to start with the Location api, since this is the only
api with no other dependencies than the Initial state. Its parameter, an address,
is already known and will be present in the proof. The situation is different for
the Temperature and Pressure apis: they both depend on the Location api
and have the resulting geographical coordinates as a parameter. This value is
unknown at the time the proof is constructed. However, the proof does tell us
how this value can be obtained: it is the result of the Location api invocation.
There are two ways to deal with these unknown values: A first approach is to
do bookkeeping during the execution. Since the proof tells us the dependencies
between the apis, we can assign the values received from previous api calls to
the associated variables. A second approach is to repeat the reasoning process
after each execution of an api call. The Initial state is thereby augmented with
the information returned by the api call, giving rise to a new composition with
fewer steps. The benefit is that this approach also works if the api provides
a result that is different than expected.
Now that we understand how to manually compose and execute Web apis,
we will have a look at the automation of the process.

4
4.1

Architecture and Implementation
Overview

In this section, we describe how the concepts put forward in Section 3 have been
automated and realized in a software platform. Fig. 2 shows an overview of the
platform’s architecture. It consists of three main components:
– the reasoner, which generates the composition;
– the executor, which governs the execution of compositions;
– the client, offering the interface to coordinate the above two components.
The platform expects the following inputs:
– various apis and corresponding descriptions;
– a request, consisting of the Initial and Goal states.
The apis and descriptions are likely to be part of a reusable collection, for
instance, an api repository. In contrast, the Initial and Goal states will probably
differ between invocations.

I

Reasoner

descriptions
descriptions
descriptions

Executor

apis
apis
apis

Client
G

Fig. 2. The principal platform architecture, showing the client that interacts with the
reasoner and executor.

Upon receiving a request, the client instructs the reasoner to verify whether
the Initial state entails the Goal state, reckoning with the provided api descriptions. At the same time, if this entailment holds, the client will ask for the proof.
This proof will contain all details needed by the executor to actually invoke the
apis and obtain the desired result. If we apply this to the restaurant example,
the available apis are Location, Temperature, Pressure, Restaurant, and possibly many others, all of them with their corresponding description. To start
the process, the user gives the address of his preferred restaurant to the client,
along with the instruction to reserve this restaurant on the next sunny day for
his nearby friends. In Subsections 4.3 and 4.4, we will zoom in on the implementation of the reasoner and the executor, but first, Subsection 4.2 will introduce
and justify the description technology used in this implementation.
4.2

Description Technology

The first decision to make is what technology will describe the Web apis, since
the platform can only be as powerful as the expressivity of the description
method permits. Candidate technologies should possess these characteristics:
– support rest or hypermedia apis [15] (as opposed to rpc-style services);
– explain the functionality of the api in a machine-processable way (as opposed to detailing only input and output parameters);
– allow composition of any number of apis.
For the implementation, we selected restdesc [42,43], since it explicitly targets hypermedia apis and focuses on functionality. Furthermore, restdesc descriptions are expressed in Notation3 (n, [4]), a Semantic Web logic language
put forward by Tim Berners-Lee, which allows generic Semantic Web reasoners
that take n as input to interpret restdesc descriptions directly. As a result,
restdesc-described apis can easily be composed with the proof-based technique.
Listing 1 displays the restdesc description of the Restaurant api. restdesc
descriptions are n rules whose antecedent contains the preconditions and whose
consequent contains the request and postconditions . The hypermedia nature
of restdesc can be clearly seen: starting from a restaurant resource that has
a reservationList link to a reservations resource 1 , a client can POST 3 reservation details 2 to attach a reservation to the restaurant resource 4 . restdesc
descriptions indeed focus on resources and the links between them, which makes
them an excellent fit to describe hypermedia apis.

@prefix resto: <http://example.org/restaurant#>.
@prefix http: <http://www.w3.org/2011/http#>.
{
?restaurant resto:reservationList ?reservations.
?place resto:isOutside ?outside.
?day resto:hasDate ?date.
}
=>
{
_:request http:methodName "POST";
3
http:requestURI ?reservations;
http:body (?date ?outside);
http:resp [ http:body ?reservation ].

1

?restaurant resto:hasReservation ?reservation. 4
?reservation resto:onDate ?date;
resto:place [ resto:isOutside ?outside ] .
}.

Listing 1. This example restdesc description explains the part of the Restaurant api
that allows to make a reservation.

4.3

Reasoner

Since restdesc can be interpreted by generic n reasoners, we do not need to implement a specific reasoner for restdesc composition. This offers a considerable
benefit in terms of portability and sustainability. Performance-wise, this choice is
also beneficial, because several implementations of n reasoners exist [5], giving
rise to an ongoing competition of reasoner developers who continue to improve
reasoner performance. Reusing the implementation efforts and experience of the
wider reasoning community is a faster and more durable decision than developing
and maintaining a specific composition algorithm from the ground up.
We have tested our implementation with the eye [13] and cwm [3] reasoners,
both of which have the ability to generate a proof, such as the one we have crafted
manually in Subsection 3.3. This proof must be understood by the client, because
it represents the composition the executor will run.
Since the full proof of the example restaurant composition would be too
lengthy to discuss, we will use another example from the sensor domain.2 In the
example, the background knowledge is that all temperature sensors are sensors,
and that MySensor is a temperature sensor. In n, this is expressed as:
<MySensor> a s:TemperatureSensor.
{ ?something a s:TemperatureSensor. } => { ?something a s:Sensor. }.

The reasoner also needs a goal query. In this case, we will ask to find all sensors:
{ ?x a s:Sensor. } => { ?x a s:Sensor. }.

Note that this is not an inference, but a query similar to sparql CONSTRUCT.
The answer to this query is, after inference:
<MySensor> a s:Sensor.

To generate the proof, we invoke the reasoners with a command similar to:
eye sensors.n3 --query query.n3
cwm sensors.n3 --think --filter=query.n3 --why

@prefix
@prefix
@prefix
@prefix

s:
var:
r:
n3:

<sensors#>.
<var#>.
<http://www.w3.org/2000/10/swap/reason#>.
<http://www.w3.org/2004/06/rei#>.

[ a r:Proof, r:Conjunction;
P
r:component
Q
[ a r:Inference;
r:gives {<MySensor> a s:Sensor.};
r:evidence (
[ a r:Inference;
R
r:gives {<MySensor> a s:Sensor};
r:evidence ([ a r:Extraction;
r:gives {<MySensor> a s:TemperatureSensor.};
r:because [ a r:Parsing;
r:source <sensors.n3>]]);
r:binding [ r:variable [ n3:uri "var#x0"];
r:boundTo [ n3:uri "MySensor"]];
r:rule [ a r:Extraction;
r:gives {@forAll var:x0.
{var:x0 a s:TemperatureSensor.} => {var:x0 a s:Sensor.}.};
r:because [ a r:Parsing; r:source <sensors.n3>]]]);
r:binding [ r:variable [ n3:uri "var#x0"];
r:boundTo [ n3:uri "MySensor"]];
r:rule [ a r:Extraction;
r:gives {@forAll var:x0. {var:x0 a s:Sensor.}
=> {var:x0 a s:Sensor.}.};
r:because [ a r:Parsing; r:source <query.n3>]]];
r:gives {
<MySensor> a s:Sensor.
}].

Listing 2. This example proof illustrates the important proof concepts.

Listing 2 shows the resulting proof. As we can see, a Proof P consists of
a Conjunction of components that gives the answer to our query. In this example, the only component is an Inference Q that applies the query rule to the
statement “ <MySensor> a s:TemperatureSensor.”, which is done by binding
the ?x variable to <MySensor>. Then of course, the question is where this statement came from. The evidence relation explains it as another Inference R ,
for which the “ { ?s a s:TemperatureSensor. } => { ?s a s:Sensor. }” rule
was applied to the statement “ <MySensor> a s:TemperatureSensor.”, binding
the ?s variable to <MySensor>, and thereby leading to the desired result. The
proof then indicates that all further evidence are Extractions as from Parsing.
This explanation reveals the dependency-oriented nature of proofs: the validity of the proof depends on the validity of an inference, which in turn depends on
another inference, which ultimately depends on parsing an original source. This
perfectly aligns with the dependencies of compositions. Since every Web api in
the composition will be described by restdesc, which captures functionality in
inference rules, the inferences in the proof will correspond to api invocations.
2

The example is available at http://notes.restdesc.org/2012/sensors/.

Furthermore, the variable bindings detail the parameters that need to be used
for each invocation. Eventually, the parsed source will correspond to the Initial
state, and the result of the proof will be the Goal state. To create compositions,
it is therefore sufficient to start a reasoner with a command similar to:
eye initial.ttl descriptions.n3 --query goal.n3
cwm initial.ttl descriptions.n3 --think --filter=goal.n3 --why

Note that Web api calls do not have to be the only inferences in the proof:
traditional implications (such as ontological constructs) can be carried out, too.
This opens up the possibility to combine results from different api calls, and
to compose apis that have been expressed in different ontologies.
4.4

Executor

In order to execute a composition, the executor does not only need to know
what apis to execute, but also all details of what each http request to these
apis should like. Fortunately, by using restdesc descriptions as part of the
proof process, the variables in the descriptions will be instantiated with concrete
values. For example, as part of the proof, the description from Listing 1 will be
instantiated as in Listing 3.
As explained in Subsection 3.4, not all parameter values are known in advance. In Listing 3, we can see that the concrete uri of the restaurant and the
reservation list have been instantiated: the executor thus already knows that it
will have to perform a POST request to the uri http://resto.example.org/
reservations/. It also know the date, which is part of the Initial state. However, it does not know yet the concrete value of ?outside, so it represents it as
a blank node instead. Because this blank node will be linked to blank nodes in the
instantiation of the Temperature and Pressure apis, the executor understands
that it has to use the output of these apis as the input of the Restaurant api.
Since at each step at least one api request will be fully instantiated, the
executor will always be able to proceed. Partially instantiated requests can be
completed with the result of executed api requests, either by the executor or by
performing subsequent reasoner runs with the new data.

<http://resto.example.org/> resto:reservationList
<http://resto.example.org/reservations/>.
_:place1 resto:isOutside _:outside1.
_:day1 resto:hasDate "2012/11/11".
_:request1 http:methodName "POST";
http:requestURI <http://resto.example.org/reservations/>;
http:body ("2012/11/11" _:outside1);
http:resp [ http:body _:reservation1 ].
<http://resto.example.org/> resto:hasReservation _:reservation1.
_:reservation1 resto:onDate _:date1;
resto:place [ resto:isOutside _:outside1 ].

Listing 3. The instantiation of the Restaurant api description by the reasoner.

Another important aspect of the executor is that it is not limited to a certain
content representation format. While the restdesc descriptions are expressed in
n or in rdf (when instantiated), the Web apis do not have to produce or
consume rdf. The executor acts as a hypermedia client that negotiates content
types at runtime. This is why restdesc purposely does not describe the format
of the exchanged messages. Such flexibility enables the apis to communicate in
any format the executor supports. For instance, the Temperature sensor could
interact using json, while the Location sensor could provide answers in gml [35].

5

Evaluation

The crucial statement in this paper is that generic reasoners are able to create
Web api compositions in an automated way. Our evaluation verifies whether
this concept works on a Web scale, i.e., with a large number of apis and associated descriptions, assuming that any given task will require a combination of
a relatively small subset of all available apis. To this extent, we have developed
a benchmark framework3 that consists of two main components:
– a description generator, which is able to generate an arbitrary-length
chain of restdesc descriptions that can form a composition;
– an automated benchmarker, which tests a reasoner for compositions of
varying lengths and complexity.
These variations in complexity are obtained by modifying the number of dependencies between different descriptions. In the simplest case, every api exactly
depends on one previous api in the chain. More complex cases involve multiple
dependencies. We have tested three scenarios for n going from 2 to 1024:
1. a chain of n apis with 1 dependency between each of them;
2. a chain of n apis with 2 dependencies between each of them;
3. a chain of n apis with 3 dependencies between each of them.
Additionally, we looked at the composition of a 1-dependency chain of 32 apis, in
presence of a growing number of “dummy” apis that are meant to test how fast
the reasoner can discriminate between relevant and non-relevant descriptions.
It is important to understand that most real-world scenarios will be a mixture
of the above situations: compositions generally consist of api calls with a varying
number of dependencies, created in presence of a non-negligible number of descriptions that are irrelevant to the composition under construction. Therefore,
by measuring these aspects independently, we can predict how well a reasoner
will perform in those situations.
The measurements have been split in parsing, reasoning, and total times.
Parsing represents the time during which the reasoner internalizes the input
into an in-memory representation. This was measured by presenting the inputs
3

The restdesc composition benchmark suite is freely available for download at
http://github.com/RubenVerborgh/RESTdesc-Composition-Benchmark.

#descriptions (n)
n apis (1 dep.)
parsing
reasoning
total
n apis (2 deps.)
parsing
reasoning
total
n apis (3 deps.)
parsing
reasoning
total
32 apis, n dummies
parsing
reasoning
total

2

4

8

16

32

64

128

256

512

1024

53
2
55

53
4
57

54
5
58

55
7
62

58
10
68

64
20
84

78
43
121

104
77
181

161
157
318

266
391
657

53
3
56

53
6
59

59
69
128

56
41
97

60
45
104

67
56
123

85
84
169

117
174
292

184
461
645

331
1,466
1,797

53
3
57

53
12
66

68
45
114

56
49
105

61
61
122

70
99
169

90
200
290

129
544
673

208
1,639
1,847

371
6,493
6,864

59
10
69

60
10
70

62
10
72

64
10
74

65
11
76

72
12
84

88
12
100

134
12
146

170
12
182

278
14
292

Table 1. The eye reasoner manages to create even lengthy compositions in a timely
manner (average times of 50 trials, expressed in milliseconds).

to the reasoner, without asking for any operation to be performed on them.
Since the parsing step can often be cached and reused in subsequent iterations,
it is worthwhile evaluating the actual reasoning time separately. Parsing and
reasoning together make up for the total time.
Table 1 shows the benchmark results of the eye reasoner, as generated on
a consumer computer (2.66 ghz Intel Core i7, 4gb ram). The results in the first
column teach us that a start-up overhead of ≈ 50ms is involved for starting the
reasoner. This includes process starting costs and is highly machine-dependent.
When looking at the parsing times for all 4 cases, we see that they increase
linearly with the number and size of the descriptions, as expected from any
parser. In each of the benchmarks for n apis with 1 to 3 dependencies, we see
that the composition time increases linearly with the number of descriptions. As
a consequence, the total time also increases linearly.
Finally, if we look at the composition of 32 apis in presence of dummy apis,
we can see that the influence of the dummies on the reasoning time is minimal. Compared to the case where 32 apis with one dependency were composed
without dummies, we see that most overhead is introduces by the parsing of the
extra descriptions, which can be cached. The reasoning time remains fairly close
to the original time, even in presence of a large number of dummies.

6

Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we presented a novel approach to compose Web apis, integrating sensors apis with others. We showed how the description format restdesc
enables functionality-based compositions, which are automatically created using the proof-generating capabilities of a generic Semantic Web reasoner. We
described the architecture and implementation of a platform that is able to
compose and execute these Web api compositions. It features a client that accepts api descriptions, an Initial state and a Goal, which a reasoner then uses
to create a composition that is carried out by an executor.

Based on the results of our evaluation, we can say that proof-based composition of Web apis by generic reasoners is a feasible approach, even on a Web scale
where thousands of sensors could be involved. Reasoning time evolves linearly
with the number and size of the descriptions, with response times far below
one second for typical composition sizes, even in presence of a large amount of
descriptions. Moreover, the reasoner-based approach is much more sustainable
than composition methods that are tied to a specific description method.
If we situate restdesc composition in the Semantic Web Stack [9] in Fig. 3,
we see it is based on the fundamental elements. As a light-weight Web api
description method, restdesc strives to express the functionality of apis with
the goal of integration and composability, maximizing technology reuse. In that
way, we hope to put one of the steps required to bring Web apis towards the high
level of integration and composability of today’s Linking Open Data cloud [6].
In the future, we want to improve composition further by taking optimization
strategies into account. If several compositions can provide similar solutions, we
need a mechanism to select the optimum, given a specified set of constraints.
Our work on defining quality parameters of apis and compositions [41] shows
part of our progress in this field. An important challenge is dealing with the
heterogeneity of Web apis and the many different representations they offer.
While restdesc is not tied to a specific representation format, the executor must
be able to deal with a variety of formats across the Web. We strongly believe in
content type negotiation, since the Web has been and always will be a diverse
environment. Finally, we aim to improve the client so that it becomes usable by
a wide audience. We consider browser-based implementations for computers and
mobile devices, to bring the power of Web api composition to everyone.

User Interface and Applications
Trust
Proof

OWL
SPARQL

Rules
RDF-S

Crypto

Unifying Logic

RDF
URI / IRI

Fig. 3. Proof-based Web api composition, based on restdesc functional descriptions,
maximizes technology reuse in the Semantic Web Stack.
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